
Trudeau shirking chance to define 
. TOR. STAR OTTAWA the Peking People's Daily portrayed the international October . crisis of 1970. Then, he was certain of his 

- When a complex economic issue dominates the monetary crisis as an opposition of "the bright phase ground and his words and bearingshowed it. Now, 
political life of a nation, as it 'does in Canada at the in China's yuan" and "the dark phase in the financ- the issue is more complex and it also lies in a field 
moment, one of the central problems is "that only a ing and currency of capitalist countries." A more where his background and competence may not be 
handful of people understand what is happening. domestic example has been presented by the report- much greater than the ordinary intelligent layman's , 

In this nation f o th 20 '11' 1 fil ing in our own newspapers of current economic rela- although his sources of information are obviously 
o .m re an m1 1on peop e , o Y tions between the United States and Canada. 

a few thousand economists and financial specialists better. As a result, Trudeau has adopted a tentative 
at most have been in a position to evaluate the events journalistic packages. This has been evident to every- The result of all this is that the average Cana- and experimental approach to the problems of the 
of the past two months. A much smaller number have one who, in recent wee·ks, has watched television diah, despite the information explosion, understands past two months. His remarks at hjs press conference 
been capable of transmitting their understanding in a trying to deal with the international monetary situa- as much about the causes of our current economic last Friday were typical of this: "I'm not saying now 
form which educated laymen could understand. And tion, the American import surcharge and the Cana- difficulties as the average Englishman of the last that I would narrow my options down to one .. . I 
among this select group, so many different interpre- dia·ns' responses to these developments . century understood about the reasons for the Napo- would be wrong to state now that we have eliminated 
tations of alit h b t th ttl 1 Daily newspapers suffer from the same limita- leonic wars. He certainly doesn't know enough about 'b'J't' I d 't th' k tl ti 1 t re y ave een curren a 1e ayman tions to a lesser degree. Many newspapers in recent some poss1 1 1 1es . . . on m any 1eore 1ca 
who has made an effort to understand often has the situation to make an intelligent decision about it. .avenue should be closed .... 
succeeded only in s b tit t ' f . f . weeks . have printed explanatory articles and struc- AU he knows iswhat he feels in terms of the impact 

--=-=:_= . 1 u s 1 u ing con usion or igno- tured summaries of economic developments which do This is probably good economic strategy. But is it ranee. of the situation on his everyday life. g·ive a fairly clear picture to their readers. But often an adequate political response? As the Prime Minis-
- In the field of economics, our highly developed the articles are written by economic specialists for A sharp contrast ter said on 'Friday, the new American posture "has 

mass media are surpri.singly ineffective; and as a other e'Conomic specialists and they mean little to sowed uncertainty" in Canada. Has this uncertainty 
- rule, this ineffectiveness increases with the size of readers who don't have the right type of academic This impact is psychological as well as financial. been a·ggravated by a Canadian response to the U.S. 

the audience. background. Without understanding much aboutwhat is really initiative which has appeared to be adaptive rather 
TV almost useless Arl exotic happening, most Canadians are aware at the moment than creative? c example that Canada is experiencing economic difficulties and At this point, this criticism relates more to style 

1 
that these are being aggravated by the United States. tl t t t It d 't i 1 th t T d h ld = T 1e electronic media, with the largest mass audi- Newspaper Journalists also suffer from a tenden- Ian o con en oesn impy a ru eau s ou = 1m Because it is impossible for most people to under- 1 i di t 1 i t t f "no truck or trade 

ence, are a ost useless as transmitters to the public cy to see everything in terms of contestation. This eap mme a e Y m o a pos ure 0 = stand the day-by-day economic developmerrts and to 'tl th y k " B ttl d t b 
of complex data. As every television producer may be due tothe fact that most journalists are . make a decision on who is "right" or "wrong," the 1 e an ees. u erenee s 0 e an appear-
knows, the toughest programs to put together are trained on cops-and-robbers reporting .or it may be ance by the Prime Minister, and other Canadian = attitude of our political leaders at this time exerts an 1 d f 1 i th A i o as 

_= those which set out to explain inherently complicated simply that issues break down into black and white 1 ea ers, o we commg e mencan m ve an ===--. unusually strong mfluence on t 1e public. t 't t d fi 1 t' ship 'th the Unit-
subJects. Attempts to explain these subjects through components under the distorting pressure of daily oppor unt y 0 re e ine our re a ion w

1 

talks, interviews, debates, group discussions and oth- journalism. Whatever the cause, newspapers usually This is where Prime Minister Trudeau may be ed States. 
erroutme television techniques are largely wasted. It report political events as contests between good guys So far, at a time when Canadians are listening 
seems to be impossible for the ear 'and eye to absorb and bad guys. There is a particularly sharp contrast bet wee en not so much to what he says but to how he says it, 
complex information from television in compressed, An exotic example ofthis was seen recently when his performance in recent weeks ·and during the the Prime Minister has failed to put this across. 

Canada's rel.ationship with U.S. 




